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Abstract 

The present paper deals with a reliability model on a system 

wherein there is provision of warranty but conditional i.e. the 

claim on failure of the system during warranty period is 

acceptable only found satisfying the warranty clauses. 

However, there may be clash between the opinion of the system 

provider and the claim made by the user of the system. At this 

contradictory stage, the higher authority is requested to 

intervene into the matter for the final decisions and that is 

considered to be acceptable to the user also. The model is 

developed considering the periods before and after expiry of 

the warranty time. Various Performability measures have been 

obtained using regenerating point technique. Cost-benefit 

analysis has also been carried out from the user’s as well as 

system provider’s perspective. 

Key Words: Conditional Warranty, Denial of claim, 

Intervention of Higher Authority, Reliability, Cost-Benefit 

analysis 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Various models have been developed on numerous systems 

being used for the domestic/commercial/industrial purpose 

taking different sets of assumptions/situations in the field of 

reliability. The contributions of such studies includes [Lim, T. 

(2000), Mohamad et.al. (2005), Parashar et.al. (2007), Moshref 

et.al.(2010), Tank et.al. (2012), Rizwan et.al. (2013), Malhotra 

et.al.(2014), Manocha et.al. (2015), Taneja et.al. (2017)]. 

Warranty plays an increasingly important role in consumer and 

commercial transactions. The use of warranty is widespread 

and it serves many purposes, while giving warranty on 

products, some clauses imposing conditions regarding claim by 

the users on failures are incorporated. The claim is accepted 

only if the cause of failure falls under such clauses. 

Different types of warranty policies for various products are 

being proposed and studied. A good number of researchers 

studied on various warranty policies including [Blischke and 

Murthy (1992), Singpurwalla and Wilson (1993), Rinsaka and 

Sandoh (2001), Chukova et.al. (2004), Podolyakina (2016)]. 

But none of these obtained the Performability measures 

influencing the reliability as well as the profitability of the 

systems. Though, Kumar et.al. (2006) worked on cost-benefit 

analysis of a system with warranty and three stages of 

operation, yet they did consider the aspect of denial of claim 

made by the user on failure due to not falling in warranty 

conditions. 

Considering this aspect of conditional Warranty, Taneja (2010) 

developed a reliability model, but without taking into account 

the two periods i.e. before and after expiry of warranty time. 

Filling in such a gap, Solkhe and Taneja (2018) carried out 

reliability and cost-benefit analysis from the user’s as well as 

system with consideration of conditional warranty conditions. 

However, sometime, it may be possible that the claim made by 

the user may be valid but the system provider declares its cause 

of failure not covered under the warranty clauses. At this stage 

of clash between the opinions of the two, the user may appeal 

to the higher authority which may give him relief. Keeping the 

above in view, we, in the present paper developed a reliability 

model on a system with conditional warranty and intervention 

of higher authority on denial of valid claim. Other assumptions 

of the models are as usual. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The probabilistic analysis of the system is carried out by 

making use of semi-Markov processes and regenerative point 

technique and various measures of system effectiveness such 

as Mean time to system failure, Availability at full capacity and 

reduced capacity, PM/CM analysis, busy period analysis of 

repairman during working and rest periods, Rest period 

analysis have been obtained. Profit is also evaluated finding 

excess of revenue over all the expenses. 

 

3. SYMBOLS FOR THE STATES OF SYSTEM   

Op Operative unit before expiry of warranty period 

Opa Operative unit after expiry of warranty period 

Fr Failed unit under repair by the repairman engaged by 

the user 

Fia Failed unit under inspection by the repairman engaged 

by the user 

Frep Failed unit under replacement by the repairman 

engaged by the user 

Frm Failed unit under repair for which the charges are 

borne by the system provider 

Frmc Failed unit under repair for which charges are borne by 

the system user 

Frepm Failed unit under replacement by the system provider 

free of cost 

Frepmc Failed unit under replacement by the system provider 

with cost 

Fib Failed unit under inspection by the repairman engaged 

by the manufacture 

Fwdh Failed unit waiting for decision of higher authorities 
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4. NOTATION 

 

𝑞𝑖𝑗(𝑡) probability density function (p.d.f.), of first passage 

time from a regenerative state i to a regenerative 

state j or to a failed state j without visiting any other 

regenerative state in (0, t].  

𝑄𝑖𝑗(𝑡) cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) of first 

passage time from a regenerative state i to a 

regenerative state j or to a failed state j without 

visiting any other regenerative state in (0, t].  

фi(t) c.d.f. of the first passage time from regenerative 

state i to a failed state 

𝑝 probability of failure during warranty period 

𝑞 probability of failure after expiry of the warranty 

period 

𝑝1 probability that cause of failure is not accepted to be 

consider under warranty conditions 

𝑝2 probability that cause of failure is accepted to be 

consider under warranty conditions 

A probability that the fault is repairable 

B probability that the fault is irreparable 

𝑑1 probability that the claim is not acceptable 

𝑐1 probability that the claim is acceptable 

f(t) pdf of the failure time 

I1(t) pdf of the time for inspection by the company 

𝑔1 (t) pdf of the repair time by the company without cost 

ℎ1 (t) pdf of the repair time by the company with cost 

𝑔2 (t) pdf of the replacement time by the company without 

cost 

ℎ2 (t) pdf of the replacement time by the company with 

cost 

𝑖2 (t) pdf of the time for inspection by the repairman 

engaged by the user 

𝑖3 (t) pdf of the time for higher authorities busy in 

decision 

𝑖4 (t) pdf of the time for inspection by the higher 

authorities 

𝑔3 (t) pdf of the time for repair by the repairman engaged 

by the user 

ℎ3(𝑡) pdf of the time for replacement by the repairman 

engaged by the user 

𝐼𝑊𝑖(t) The probability that the repairman of the system 

provider is busy for inspection during warranty at 

instant t  given that it entered regenerative state i  

at 0t  , 

𝐵𝐶𝑖(t) The probability that the repairman of the system 

provider is busy for repair/replacement during 

warranty with charges at instant t  given that it 

entered regenerative state i  at 0t  , 

𝐵𝑊𝑖(t) The probability that the repairman of the system 

provider is busy for repair/replacement during 

warranty without charges at instant t  given that it 

entered regenerative state i  at 0t  , 

𝑅𝑊𝑖(t) The expected number of replacement during 

warranty without charges in (0,t], given that the 

system started for the regenerative state i at t=0. 

𝑅𝐶𝑖(t) The expected number of replacement during 

warranty with charges in (0,t], given that the system 

started for the regenerative state i at t=0. 

𝐴𝑖
𝑎(t) The probability that the system is up at instant t  

given that it entered regenerative state i  at 0t  . 

𝐼𝑖
𝑎 (t) The probability that the repairman of the system 

provider is busy for inspection after expiry warranty 

at instant t  given that it entered regenerative state 

i  at 0t  . 

𝐵𝑖
𝑎 (t) The probability that the repairman of the system 

provider is busy for repair/replacement after expiry 

warranty with charges at instant t  given that it 

entered regenerative state i  at 0t  . 

𝑅𝑐𝑖
𝑎 (t) The expected number of replacement after expiry 

warranty with charges in (0,t], given that the system 

started for the regenerative state i at t=0. 

 

5. STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES   

The epochs of entries into every state are regeneration points 

and thus all are regenerative states. The states 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 

and 9 are failed states. The diagram showing the various states 

of transition of the system is shown in Fig.1 

 

Fig.1 
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6. STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES BEFORE AND AFTER EXPIRY OF WARRANTY PERIOD 

          The state transition probabilities are given by: 

𝑞01 (t) = 𝑓1(t);  𝑞20 (t) = 𝑔2(t);  𝑞12 (t) = 𝑝2𝑏 i(t);  𝑞13 (t) = 𝑝2a i(t)  

𝑞14 (t) = 𝑝1 𝑖1(𝑡); 𝑞42 (t) =  𝑏𝑐1𝑖3(𝑡);  𝑞43 (t) = 𝑎𝑐1𝑖3(𝑡);𝑞45 (t) =  𝑏𝑑1𝑖3(𝑡);𝑞46 (t) =  𝑎𝑑1𝑖3(𝑡);  

𝑞30 (t) = 𝑔1(t);  𝑞40 (t) = 𝑔1(t);  𝑞50 (t) = ℎ1(t)  

𝑞07 (t) = 𝑓1(t);  𝑞78 (t) = 𝑏1𝑖2 (t);  𝑞79 (t) = 𝑎1𝑖2 (t)  

𝑞8,10 (t) = 𝑔3 (t);  𝑞9,10 (t) = ℎ3 (t);  𝑞10,7 (t) = 𝑓1 (t)  

The non -zero elements 𝐩𝐢𝐣 = 𝐥𝐢𝐦
𝐒⇢𝟎

𝐪𝐢𝐣
∗(𝐬) are given by  

p01 = 1 , p20 = 1,P30 = p40 = p50 = p07 = p8,10 = p9,10 = p10,7 = 1 

p12 = p2𝑏,p14 = p1, 𝑝13 = 𝑎𝑝2 ,p42 = 𝑏𝑐1,p43 = 𝑎𝑐1, p45 = 𝑏𝑑1, p46 = 𝑎𝑑1 

p78 = b1 ,p79 = a1 

 

 

Mean sojourn time (µ𝑖) in the regenerative state ‘i’ is defined 

as the time of stay in that state before transition to any other 

state. If T denote the sojourn time in the regenerative state i, 

then 

∫ 𝑡𝑓1
∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇0,∫ 𝑡 𝑖

∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇1 

∫ 𝑡𝑔2
∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇2 ,∫ 𝑡𝑖3

∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇4 

∫ 𝑡ℎ2
∞

0
(t) dt = 𝜇5 , ∫ 𝑡𝑔1

∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇3, ∫ 𝑡ℎ1

∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇6 

The unconditional mean time taken by the system to transit for 

any regenerative state ‘j’, when it (time) is counted from the 

epoch of entrance into the state ‘i’ is, mathematically stated as 

𝑚01 + 𝑚07 = 𝜇0, 𝑚12+𝑚13 + 𝑚14 =𝜇1 

𝑚20= ∫ 𝑡𝑔2
∞

0
(t) dt = ∫ 𝐺2

̅̅ ̅∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇2 

𝑚30= ∫ 𝑡𝑔1
∞

0
(t) dt = ∫ 𝐺1

̅̅ ̅∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇3 

𝑚42+𝑚43 + 𝑚45 + 𝑚46 =𝜇4 

𝑚50= ∫ 𝑡ℎ2
∞

0
(t) dt = ∫ 𝐻2

̅̅̅̅∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇5 

𝑚60= ∫ 𝑡ℎ1
∞

0
(t) dt = ∫ 𝐻1

̅̅̅̅∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇6 

𝑚78 + 𝑚79 =𝜇7𝑚8,10= ∫ 𝑡𝑔3
∞

0
(t) dt = ∫ 𝐺3

̅̅ ̅∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇8 

𝑚9,10= ∫ 𝑡ℎ3
∞

0
(t) dt = ∫ 𝐻3

̅̅̅̅∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇9 

𝑚10,7= ∫ 𝑡𝑓
∞

0
(t) dt = ∫ 𝑓̅∞

0
(t) dt =𝜇10 

 

7. MEAN TIME TO SYSTEM FAILURE 

   0 01t Q t   

 𝑀𝑇𝑆𝐹 =  lim
𝑆→0

1−∅0
∗∗(𝑆)

𝑆
 =𝜇0 

8. MEASURES OF THE SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS  

       BEFORE EXPIRY OF WARRANTY PERIOD 

i) Availability Analysis  

Defining  iA t  as the probability that the system is up at 

instant t  given that it entered regenerative state i  at 0t  , 

obtain the following recursive equations for 𝐴𝑖(𝑡) 

𝐴0 (t) = 𝑀0 (t) + 𝑞01(t) © 𝐴1(t) 

𝐴1(t) = 𝑞12(t) © 𝐴2(t) + 𝑞13(t) © 𝐴3(t) + 𝑞14(t) © 𝐴4(t)  

𝐴2(t) = 𝑞20(t) © 𝐴0(t)  

𝐴3(t) = 𝑞30(t) © 𝐴0(t) 

𝐴4(t) =𝑞42(t) © 𝐴2(t) + 𝑞43(t) © 𝐴3(t) + 𝑞45(t) © 𝐴5(t) +𝑞46(t) © 𝐴6(t) 

𝐴5(t) = 𝑞50(t) © 𝐴0(t) 

𝐴6(t) = 𝑞60(t) © 𝐴0(t) 

 where   0

tM t e   

Solving the above equations, the steady state availability is 

given by 

1
0

0
1

( )

( )s

NN sA Lim s
D s D

   

             where   

𝑁1=𝜇0 

𝐷1=𝜇0+ 𝜇1+𝑝12𝜇2 + (𝑝13+𝑝14𝑝43)𝜇3+𝑝14𝜇4+𝑝14𝑝45𝜇5+𝑝14𝑝46𝜇6 
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ii) Other Measures of System Effectiveness Before Expiry  

       of Warranty Period 

Proceeding in the similar fashion as above for obtaining 

respective recursive equations and using Laplace 

transforms/Laplace-stieltjies transforms, following measures 

of the system effectiveness have been obtained as: 

Expected fraction of time during which the ordinary repairman 

is busy for Inspection      𝐼𝑊0 = 
𝑁2

𝐷1
⁄  

Expected Busy period of the repairman when charges are paid 

by the user of the system   𝐵𝐶0=
𝑁3

𝐷1
⁄  

Expected Busy period of the repairman when the expenses are 

borne by the provider of the system 𝐵𝑊0 =  
𝑁4

𝐷1
⁄  

Expected fraction of time during which replacement is done 

when expenses are borne by the user 𝑅𝐶0=  
𝑁5

𝐷1
⁄  

Expected fraction of time during which the replacement is done 

when the expenses are borne by the provider of the system 

𝑅𝑊0= 
𝑁6

𝐷1
⁄  

Expected fraction of time during which the higher authorities 

are busy for inspection 𝐻0 = 
𝑁7

𝐷1
⁄  

where  

𝑁2=𝜇1 

𝑁3=𝑝14𝑝45 + 𝑝14𝑝46 

𝑁4=𝑝12 + 𝑝13 + 𝑝14𝑝42+𝑝14𝑝43 

𝑁5=𝑝15𝜇5 

𝑁6=𝑝12 + 𝑝14𝑝42 

𝑁7=𝑝15𝜇5 

𝐷1=𝜇0+ 𝜇1+𝑝12𝜇2 + 𝑝13𝜇3+𝑝14𝜇4+𝑝15𝜇5 

 

9. MEASURES OF SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 

AFTER EXPIRY OF WARRANTY PERIOD 

Availability 𝐴0
𝑎 (𝑡)  = 

𝑁8

𝐷2
 

Expected Fraction of Busy Period for Inspection  I0
𝑎 (t) = 

𝑁9

𝐷2
 

Expected Fraction of Busy Period for Repair/Replacement   𝐵0
𝑎 

(t) = 
𝑁10

𝐷2
 

Expected Fraction of Busy Period for Replacement 𝑅𝐶0
𝑎 (t) = 

𝑁11

𝐷2
 

where 

𝑁8=𝜇10 

𝑁9=𝜇7 

𝑁10=𝑝78𝜇8 + 𝑝79𝜇9 

𝑁11=𝑝79𝜇9 

𝐷2=𝜇7+ 𝜇10+𝑝78𝜇8 + 𝑝79𝜇9 

 

The Profit with regard to System Provider given as: 

𝑃𝑆 =  CP – MC - 𝐶1p (𝐼𝑊0) - 𝐶2p (𝐵𝑊0) - 𝐶3p (𝑅𝑊0)-𝐶4p 

(𝐻𝐵0) 

where 

CP = Cost price of the system paid by the user per unit time 

the system is in use. 

MC  = Manufacturing cost of the system per unit time it is in 

use. 

C1 = Cost per unit time the repairman of the system 

provider is busy for inspection during warranty 

period. 

C2 = Cost per unit time the repairman of the system 

provider is busy for repair/replacement during 

warranty period.  

C3 = Cost per replacement borne by the system provider 

C4            = Cost per unit time when higher authorities are busy in 

decision borne by the system provider. 

 

The Profit with regard to user of the System is given as: 

𝑃𝑢 =  𝐶5(p𝐴0 + 𝑞𝐴0
𝑎) - 𝐶6q (I0

𝑎) - 𝐶7[(p (𝐵𝐶0)+ q(𝐵0
𝑎)] - 𝐶8 

[p(𝑅𝐶0) + 𝑞(𝑅𝐶0
𝑎)] -𝐶9p (𝐻𝐵0) − CP 

where  

C5 =  Revenue per unit up time of the system.  

C6 =  Cost per unit time the repairman engaged by the user 

is busy for inspection. 

C7 =  Charges per unit time borne by the user for 

repair/replacement. 

C8 =  Charges per unit time borne by the user for 

repair/replacement after the expiry of the warranty 

period. 

C9 =  Cost per unit time when higher authorities are busy 

in decision.  

 

10. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Following particular case has been taken up to find various 

numerical results and to draw various conclusions with regard 

to profitability aspect of the system provider as well as the user 

of the system. 

𝑔1(t) = ƛ1  𝑒
−ƛ1𝑡 , 𝑔2 (𝑡) =  ƛ2  𝑒

−ƛ2𝑡 , 𝑔3 (𝑡) =  𝛽1  𝑒
−𝛽1𝑡 , 

ℎ1 (𝑡) =  𝛽2  𝑒
−𝛽2𝑡 , ℎ2 (𝑡) =  𝛾1  𝑒

−𝛾1𝑡 ℎ3 (𝑡) =  𝛾2  𝑒
−𝛾2𝑡 , 

𝑖(𝑡) =  𝛾3  𝑒
−𝛾3𝑡 

and assuming   

CP=1000, MC=850, C1= 100, C2=200, C4=100, C5=800, 

C6=200, C7= 100, C9=100,  

Taking C3=15000 and C8=20000, behaviour of the profit (𝑃𝑠) 
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for the system provider and the system user with respect to 

failure rate(ƛ ) for different values of probability (a) that the 

fault is repairable are shown in  

Figs 2 and 3. The graphs reveal that Profits for the system 

provider as well as the system user both get decreased with 

increase in the failure rates. However, the profit for the system 

provider becomes higher for higher values of the probability (a) 

whereas the profit for the system user has the lower values for 

the higher values of the probability (a). Following can also be 

interpreted from Figs 2 and 3:  

i) For a= 0.4, the value of the profit is > or = or < 0 according 

to whether ƛ  > or = or < 0.867 for the system provider and 

ƛ  > or = or < 0.546 for the user. So, in this case the system 

is profitable for the system provider if ƛ  < 0.867 and for 

the user of the system if ƛ  < 0.546. 

ii) For a = 0.5, the system is profitable for the system provider 

if ƛ  < 1.1 and for the user of the system if ƛ  < 0.659. 

iii) For a = 0.6, the system is profitable for the system provider 

if ƛ  < 1.4 and for the user of the system if ƛ < 0.73. 

 

 

Fig. 2 

 

 

Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 depicts the behaviour of the profit for the system provider 

with respect to the Cost (C3) per replacement when C8 and ƛ  

are taken as 15000 and 0.04 respectively. Fig. 5 shows the 

pattern of the profit for the system user with respect to the cost 

(C8) per replacement paid by the system user when C3 and ƛ  

are taken as 20000 and 0.04 respectively. Profit in both the 

cases gets decreased with the increase in the values of the cost 

per replacement. 

Following can also be interpreted from Figs 4 and 5 

i. For a = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 the system will be profitable for 

the system provider if cost per replacement (C3) < 22000, 

25000, 29000, respectively.  

ii. For a = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 the system will be profitable for 

the system user if cost per replacement (C8) < 25000, 

26000, 28000 respectively.  

 

Fig. 4 

 

 

Fig. 5 

 

Fig 6 shows the pattern of the profit for the system provider 

with respect to the cost price paid by the user (CP) for different 

values of the cost (C3) per replacement when a = 0.5.  Fig. 7 

depicts the behaviour of the profit for the system user with 

respect to the revenue per unit up time for the user (C4) for 

different values of the cost per replacement paid by the system 

user when a and C3 are taken 0.5 and 10000 respectively. 

 Following can also be observed from Figs 6 and 7:  

i. For C3 = 50000, 55000 and 60000, the system will be 

profitable for the system provider if cost price paid by the 

user (CP) > 1603, 1723, and 1870 respectively. 

ii. For C7 = 30000,35000 and 40000, the system will be 

profitable for the system user if the revenue per unit up 

time (C4) > 5500,4000 and 3000 respectively. 
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Fig. 6 

 

 

Fig.7 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

The analysis done above reveals that the one can obtain the 

upper limits for the cost per replacement and the failure rate for 

the systems for which system remains profitable for the user 

and also for the provider of the system. Cut-off points for other 

cost/revenue per unit time of the system can be obtained to see 

as to when the system is profitable for the user and when for 

the system provider. 
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